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INFORMATION DESIGN DESK REFERENCE is an invaluable resource for anyone trying to present information with
text, graphics, tables and charts. It shows you how to convey a message in a brochure, a handout, a web site or a
presentation using readily available software and your own imagination.

January 20, Design your service desk for the future As I write this post, I am sitting at the reference desk in
our very popular Learning Commons, wondering how heavy, and at what velocity a wayward book truck
would have to be to knock this monolith down. This desk is not even 10 years old, built in when the floor was
remodeled, yet I loathe its existence. On one side of the desk, traditional library services such as reference,
book circulation, and study room check-ins were offered. OIT pulled the one staff supervisor out of the library
in , and the library retained the student employee budget. Over time, as students hired by OIT graduated, and
as we hired our own students, the cultures became one. With merging the two cultures, the student workers
who provide library and technology services are now trained and supervised by library staff, enabling us to
provide more consistent and better customer service. We now only staff one side of the desk the right part of
the image below , and the other side holds our staplers, office supplies, and paper cutter. The two sides of our
desk, designed for two cultures When the desk was built in , it was basically an updated version of the
traditional reference desk. The wood paneling was replaced by a Corian countertop, and the wood accents
were lighter in color. If only we had known better and tried to work with a more-flexible design. In the past
year, my staff and I have changed our staffing layout on the desk three times in hopes of making the inflexible
desk work better for us. Over winter break we changed the desk, hopefully for the last time, at least until we
can bulldoze the thing. We currently have a librarian or paraprofessional another post entirely on whether that
is worth our time and two students staffing the desk most hours of the day. If I was going to design a desk
today yes, we still need a desk of some sort here is what I would suggest. The desk should consist of multiple
modules, with the ability to break the different section apart to reconfigure as needed. Wheels on the sections
are a must. Ideally, the legs of the desk should be adjustable, allowing us to raise and lower the desk height as
needed. We should be able to change the footprint of the desk depending on our need. The desk modules
should be able to be powered and networked anywhere on the floor, allowing us to move the desk to
experiment with new locations on our open floor plan. Instead of desktops, we would have docking stations
for laptops. Library staff could bring their own laptop or tablet to the desk, allowing them to be more mobile
around the floor. If they needed to go help someone on the other side of the floor, they could take the laptop
with them and still be connected to the chat service, email, etc, as well as their own files. We should have
adjustable comfortable seating for our patrons, should they like to sit down for a longer conversation at the
service desk. When a desk module is not in use, we should be able to transform the module into something
that can be used by our patrons, such as a scanning station, hold office supplies, or general seating. Shelving
and storage at the desk should be highly adjustable to allow us to change up where we store items. Monitors,
keyboards, and wires should be flexible in how we can position our displays. Fortunately, our library is
planning a renovation over the next several years, and it is likely we will have the opportunity to redesign my
service desk, as well as others around the building. My hope is as we make plans, we look for the most
flexible design options available, and distance ourselves from our wood and Corian past.
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Christine Sevilla's Information Design Desk Reference is a comprehensive guide to (you guessed it) information design.
The book starts out with a section on knowing your audience, and how to teach them clearly and effectively, before
going into different types of design.

These elements are the management skills required for the competency: In depth knowledge of envisioning,
designing, implementing, monitoring, and managing the competency Process: Step by step process to
implement the competency. A model s to define the competency. Real life implementation of the competency.
Deliverables from a real life implementation of the competency Template: Do it yourself aids to implement
the competency. Leading practices, gained from experience, that make the practice in the competency
effective and efficient. A model that defines the progressive stages in the implementation of the competency.
Each stage might be a complete implementation in of itself. However, the next stage holds the promise of
higher value. Monitoring, and tracking the value delivered by the competency. It can relate to the maturity
model but the focus is on value not process. Real life considerations to implement the competency. What
value does this provide? How to communicate this value and gain buy-in of key stakeholders Tool: Software,
or other aids used at any stage of the competency Governance: Capability used to monitor, and control the
competency Organization: Structure, skills, roles, and responsibilities required in the practice of the
competency CIO Index is organized to help you identify, select, fund, build and maintain value. So, come on
in â€” learn, share and interact.
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Information design desk reference by Christine Sevilla, , Crisp Learning edition, in English.

Dan4th What happens if a sudden emergency occurs and you have to be off work for a week or more? How to
Start â€” Figure Out What You Actually Do Making a list of what you actually do can be rather daunting
considering just how much we do on a daily basis. A good place to start in creating your desk manual is your
job description. Just figuring out what you do every day is a big task in itself. I found that keeping a time log
for a few weeks is a big help in picking up the small duties that are easy to overlook. Next Step â€” List
Procedures Once you have a good list of duties developed, break down each duty into the procedures involved.
There may be one procedure for each duty, but you might also have multiple procedures for each duty. For
instance, answering phones would include procedures for answering the phones, transferring calls, putting
calls on hold, transferring calls to voicemail, checking voicemail, and taking messages. Some of these may
seem obvious to you, but for someone walking into your office for the first time, they may not be obvious. Be
safe and write a procedure for each one. Writing the Actual Procedures Now comes the fun part, writing the
actual procedures for your duties. The best advice I can give you is to be as detailed as possible. Putting
Together the Manual Once you have your procedures written, put your manual together. Remember to include
a Table of Contents so that your manual is easy to navigate, and even an index can be handy. You know your
job better than any one else, so you are the best one to decide how your manual should be set up. Remember
the Little Details You deal with important small details every day. Who are the important callers who should
always be put through? Who should never be put through? Where does your boss keep his spare set of keys for
when he inevitably locks them in his car? Does your boss like to review her day with you every morning?
Does he like to have his calendar printed out for him every day? These little details will help more than
anything else in lessening the impact of your absence from the office.
4: Library Circulation Desks, Reference Desks & Library Help Desks
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

5: Create a Desk Reference Manual | Administrative Arts
Includes bibliographical references and index. EMBED (for www.enganchecubano.com hosted blogs and
www.enganchecubano.com item tags).
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Christine Sevilla is the author of Information Design Desk Reference ( avg rating, 8 ratings, 2 reviews, published ),
Maximizing The Enterprise I.

7: Physician's Desk Reference for Consumers
> Reference Desk > Design > Design Parameters > Studded Tire Information. and can thus be ignored in pavement
structural design. However, the same typical.

8: Design your service desk for the future â€“ Library Voice
The desk was built when two different cultures occupied the space. On one side of the desk, traditional library services
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such as reference, book circulation, and study room check-ins were offered.

9: SolveForce Telecom Blog
CIO Desk Reference is organized along a CIO's index of items. This index is divided into seven (7) domains
corresponding with the seven key skills of CIO This index is divided into seven (7) domains corresponding with the
seven key skills of CIO
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